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Flagship of Modern
Assembly Automation

eveloped with a “hybrid drive” concept in mind, the WEISS

LS Hybrid Linear Transfer System offers integrated eCam,

linear and belt drive options and is particularly effective where

fast and efficient tooling carriage transport is required. An

alternative to rotary indexing tables, linear transfer systems

allow for faster and easier scaling of production, particularly true

with the highly configurable and modular LS Hybrid from WEISS.

With up to 60 parts/min and 40% shorter transport times, the

LS Hybrid enables more processes to be performed in less space -

resulting in a significantly smaller footprint and cycle time

reductions.

The LS Hybrid optimizes a classic pallet transfer system with

mechatronic and highly dynamic properties. This optimization

provides a production line with more flexibility and efficiency

since both the hybrid drive technology and "Plug & Produce"

characteristics offer increased design freedom. In addition, the

system allows the linear flow of the assembly process to have

more processing capacity & capability due to the "hybrid

productivity" of the fast, high-precision tooling carriages.

Superior to conventional linear transfer systems with rigid flow

and one-dimensional drive systems, the LS Hybrid enables more

advanced machine concepts to become a reality.

Installation and configuration are quick and straightforward with

the W.A.S. (Weiss Application Software) control package,

eliminating the need for special expertise or experience. 8The LS

Hybrid is a true flagship of modern assembly automation that

delivers outstanding value in terms of economic, flexible &

reliable performance.

WEISS North America, Inc.

888-WEISSNA (888-934-7762)

info.us@weiss-world.com

https://www.weiss-world.com
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

INTRODUCTION

I

ndustry 4.0 is underway. Data analytics, augmented reality, generative design, arti�cial intelligence, cobots, additive manufacturing and other
technologies are already helping manufacturers increase e�iciency, reduce downtime, lower prices, di�erentiate themselves in the

marketplace, and improve service, delivery and quality. And there’s more to come.

These technologies are not science �ction. They are being applied right now by manufacturers, large and small, in a variety of industries.

Of course, the automotive industry, with its deep pockets and high production volumes, has been an early adopter of Industry 4.0. Indeed, the 2022
State of Smart Manufacturing Report from Hanover Research and software company Plex Systems and shows the extent to which the industry is
committed to the concept. The companies surveyed 321 global manufacturers from a variety of industries.

The survey found that smart manufacturing adoption accelerated, especially for automotive manufacturers. Smart manufacturing adoption grew by
64 percent for automotive manufacturers, which is greater than the survey average. Another 40 percent of automotive respondents expressed
interest or are actively evaluating technologies for adoption. Most expect to adopt in the next one to two years.

The survey also found that the pandemic exposed evolving business challenges. For the auto industry, the pandemic exacerbated pre-existing
conditions that manufacturers had previously tolerated or applied technological band-aids to address. The skilled worker shortage (35 percent),
product quality (35 percent), and adapting to new regulations and standards (42 percent) rank as the biggest obstacles to growth for automotive
manufacturers in 2022.

Another key �nding is that the once over-hyped technologies of Industry 4.0 are actually solving today’s problems. Technologies that were once
viewed as unlikely to contribute in a meaningful way are now deemed vital to success. Cloud, industrial hardened devices, and process automation
are helping companies overcome challenges with the skilled worker shortage, supply chain management and risk mitigation. Additionally, 61 percent
of automotive respondents are “very” or “extremely” interested in supply chain planning solutions with machine learning and arti�cial intelligence.

While many of the reports in this e-book feature some of the biggest names in the automotive industry, don’t assume that these technologies cannot
be applied in other industries or that they are out of the reach of small and midsized businesses. On the contrary, we hope these reports serve as
inspiration for your own factory’s journey to Industry 4.0.

Factory of the Future?

The Future Is Now

Photo courtesy Audi
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INTRODUCTION

I

ndustry 4.0 is underway. Data analytics, augmented reality, generative design, arti�cial intelligence, cobots, additive manufacturing and other
technologies are already helping manufacturers increase e�iciency, reduce downtime, lower prices, di�erentiate themselves in the

marketplace, and improve service, delivery and quality. And there’s more to come.

These technologies are not science �ction. They are being applied right now by manufacturers, large and small, in a variety of industries.

Of course, the automotive industry, with its deep pockets and high production volumes, has been an early adopter of Industry 4.0. Indeed, the 2022
State of Smart Manufacturing Report from Hanover Research and software company Plex Systems and shows the extent to which the industry is
committed to the concept. The companies surveyed 321 global manufacturers from a variety of industries.

The survey found that smart manufacturing adoption accelerated, especially for automotive manufacturers. Smart manufacturing adoption grew by
64 percent for automotive manufacturers, which is greater than the survey average. Another 40 percent of automotive respondents expressed
interest or are actively evaluating technologies for adoption. Most expect to adopt in the next one to two years.

The survey also found that the pandemic exposed evolving business challenges. For the auto industry, the pandemic exacerbated pre-existing
conditions that manufacturers had previously tolerated or applied technological band-aids to address. The skilled worker shortage (35 percent),
product quality (35 percent), and adapting to new regulations and standards (42 percent) rank as the biggest obstacles to growth for automotive
manufacturers in 2022.

Another key �nding is that the once over-hyped technologies of Industry 4.0 are actually solving today’s problems. Technologies that were once
viewed as unlikely to contribute in a meaningful way are now deemed vital to success. Cloud, industrial hardened devices, and process automation
are helping companies overcome challenges with the skilled worker shortage, supply chain management and risk mitigation. Additionally, 61 percent
of automotive respondents are “very” or “extremely” interested in supply chain planning solutions with machine learning and arti�cial intelligence.

While many of the reports in this e-book feature some of the biggest names in the automotive industry, don’t assume that these technologies cannot
be applied in other industries or that they are out of the reach of small and midsized businesses. On the contrary, we hope these reports serve as
inspiration for your own factory’s journey to Industry 4.0.

Factory of the Future?

The Future Is Now

Photo courtesy Audi
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ADVERTISEMENT
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Automated change without
delay: TK-(Square) series

ou have to change tools on the robot or gantry frequently and want

to reduce machine downtime? Then we have the right product for

you: Our TK series tool changers increase the productivity of your

automated production systems by reliably changing tools on the robot.

The TK series offers a variety of different sizes for all load ranges in

order to correctly dimension different applications, to meet the space

requirements and to offer different price levels. The excellent quality of

our tool changers ensures high availability and thus smooth operation in

the production process.

Thanks to the DIN/ISO 9409-1 standardized flange, our TK and TK-

Square series can be fitted to practically any robot. The special feature

of the TK-S
 series: It is suitable for handling weights up to 1,250 kg and

offers you a double safety interlock.

If you want to learn more about our tool changers, visit us from June 6 –

9, 2022 at the Automate trade show in Detroit and experience a wide

variety of innovative robotic components.

Automate is hosted by the Association for Advancing Automation (A3)

and is the largest solutions-based automation, robotics, vision and

motion control show in North America.

We will be at booth #117 and look forward to seeing you there!

More: https://en.iprworldwide.com/category/tool-changers/

IPR Robotics LLC.

50775 Wing Drive

Shelby Township

MI 48315, SA T  +1 248 556-7556

F  +1 248 556-7560

sales@iprrobotics.com
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Austin Weber // Senior Editor // webera@bnpmedia.com

Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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Austin Weber // Senior Editor // webera@bnpmedia.com

Many manufacturers grapple

with terminology and

ownership issues.

Measuring the Value of
Digital Transformation

Successful digital transformations rely

not only on getting the technology right,

but also on empowering the right people

to guide, interpret and leverage it. Photo

courtesy BMW AG

M

ost manufacturers agree that digital transformation is necessary to remain competitive today and thrive tomorrow. Many

large companies have already begun initiatives. But, when asked to quantify the impact of those initiatives on the bottom

line, they often come up short.

Before attempting to justify investments in artificial intelligence, augmented reality, data analytics, digital twins and other state-

of-the-art technology, engineers need to clearly define the term “digital transformation.”

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion and misunderstanding, with terms such as Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing often

used interchangeably.

“We define digital transformation as the integration of digital technology into all areas of business, fundamentally changing the

way companies operate and deliver value to customers,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital transformation and

operations management at ARC Advisory Group. “The organization is typically charged to innovate and improve across multiple

dimensions, such as disruptive technologies, culture and leadership, operational agility, workforce engagement and customer

experience.

Digital transformation is key to helping manufacturers address current challenges and create value in the future. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

“Digitalization in production, whether known as Industry 4.0, IIoT or smart manufacturing, plays a crucial role in opening new

opportunities for flexible, fast and high-quality production systems,” explains Gorbach. “Such systems can fulfill orders to

individual customer requirements.”

According to Gorbach, top companies know that “digital” can’t be bolted on. They must intimately weave digital transformation

initiatives together with their internal and external processes. In addition, traditional organizational silos must be broken down,

multifunctional teams must innovate around customers, processes and employees, and workforce hesitancy must be addressed

head-on and overcome.

“In the simplest way, digital transformation in a manufacturing context is associated with connecting assets within factories and

extracting meaningful data to make more informed business decisions and to monitor performance,” adds Azaz Faruki, a principal

at Kearney who directs daily operations at its Digital Model Factory.

The hands-on facility, located at the LIFT Manufacturing Institute in Detroit, features an assembly line equipped with state-of-

the-art technology where companies can explore how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

“A typical digital transformation in manufacturing would enable a company to have complete visibility into how assets are

performing, where the potential bottlenecks are, product quality and utilization levels,” Faruki points out.

A smart production line can track and display operational performance parameters across the entire

manufacturing chain in real time. Photo courtesy ABB

“Digital transformation is about overhauling the way we work to drive efficiency and unlock new opportunities enabled by

technology,” says Matt Comte, operations transformation practice lead and partner at PwC. “It powers greater insights and rapid

decision making, it creates new ways to solve age-old problems, and creates new opportunities to generate value and secure

outcomes that were previously unobtainable or not cost efficient.

“This in turn requires new operating models to support the technology and new ways of working, including dedicated efforts to

train and upskill staff to ensure adoption,” explains Comte. “Transformation is not a new concept. It just brings a new tool set to

the ever-changing dynamic of competitive business.

“The rate of change and business disruption companies are facing is staggering,” warns Comte. “Manufacturers are simultaneously

facing labor shortages, unprecedented supply chain challenges and pressure to keep up with competitors. When faced with several

roadblocks, digital transformation is key to helping businesses not only address current challenges, but also look toward how they

create value in the future.”

BMW has digitally transformed its factories to be productive and deliver value to customers. Photo courtesy

BMW AG

“In one form or another, software is key to digital transformation,” adds Gorbach. “For industrial companies, there is a correlation

between investment in software and transformational technologies and corporate valuation. Software powers digital

transformation, necessity drives innovation and the whole cycle accelerates year after year.

“Many leading companies have engaged in this process for some time, but the best organizations understand that a successful,

ongoing transformation relies not only on getting the technology right, but also on empowering the right people to guide, interpret

and leverage that technology,” notes Gorbach. “The workplace, work methods and workforce may all need to change. But, when

done well, this can become a powerful source of competitive advantage.”

Slow, But Steady Progress
Compared to process industries, such as pharmaceuticals, initial progress and implementation of digital transformation has slowly

evolved in the discrete manufacturing sector. With the exception of a few manufacturers, such as Tesla, BMW, Volkswagen and

Deere, most companies have been cautious.

“Digital transformation has been slow to take off in manufacturing,” says Jon Van Wyck, managing director and partner at the

Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BCG). “We’ve been talking about Industry 4.0 for a number of years, but many companies are still

struggling with it. The good news is, 60 percent of companies are seeing value in it, according to a recent study that we

conducted.

When it comes to digital transformation, Lockheed Martin is ahead of other aerospace manufacturers. Photo

courtesy Lockheed Martin

“However, only one-third of companies are satisfied with their progress,” Van Wyck points out. “The biggest challenge cited is

underinvestment in change management. You can invest in the best digital tool in the world and hand it over to operators, but it’s

useless if they don’t know how to use it and it’s not fully supported on the plant floor.”

“Most manufacturers are suspicious and are not typically fast followers with new technology,” claims PwC’s Comte. “There was a

lot of hype around Industry4.0, with small-scale success stories achieved by some front runners, but the technology and the

mindset of manufacturers were not quite there.”

Digital transformation can be a competitive advantage for manufacturers. Photo courtesy Audi AG

According to Comte, that’s starting to change. In particular, four factors are accelerating adoption:

One of the key barriers to entry is the cost to deploy the core infrastructure required to enable digital systems in

manufacturing plants. Initial small-scale use cases could not prove the necessary return on investment against the broader

infrastructure investment. As core infrastructure investments have increased, each new use case or refinement of current

solutions becomes cheaper to deploy.

Because consolidation across technology systems and vendors has begun, organizations can now acquire full-stack

solutions and end-to-end services. Previously, manufacturers would have to research and bring together the individual

components themselves.

There is greater acceptance that the IT organization needs to broaden its skillset and converge with operations

technologists (OT) on the plant floor, providing a top-to-bottom architecture that drives end-to-end processes.

The Covid pandemic escalated digital transformation to the C-suite. Top management in many organizations now realizes

that digitized manufacturing operations can become an accelerator for their business and not just a cost center.

Mistakes to Avoid

A smart factory enables continuous monitoring of the production process through visualization of operational data. Illustration

courtesy Siemens

 “There are a lot of gaps in the knowledge that

most manufacturers have around digital

transformation,” says Kearney’s Faruki. “Most

companies are starting with point solutions to

enable proof of concept and figure out how

that particular [technology] can help them get

better at certain things.

“While this approach is valid, where it gets

really tricky is the scaling up of these pilots,”

explains Faruki. “[Some] companies are getting

stuck in the testing and piloting phase, and

never really harnessing the true power of

digital manufacturing. Often, there is a clear

disconnect between the IT and operations

people who are responsible for implementing

these systems.”

One issue many manufacturers encounter

involves power struggles between IT and OT.

“Unlike lean manufacturing initiatives in the

past, which could be holistically owned by the

manufacturing team, digital transformation

requires support from organizations outside of

manufacturing, such as IT,” says BCG’s Van

Wyck. “The IT vs. OT divide is a unique

challenge that didn’t exist back when

companies were first deploying continuous

improvement and six sigma initiatives several

decades ago.

“In many organizations, there’s a gap between

IT and OT that creates a big barrier,” Van

Wyck points out. “That’s because they have

different cultures and priorities. To have a

successful digital transformation, they need

to work together and become more

integrated.

“There should be a C-level individual who can

bridge the divide and encourage collaboration

across functions,” suggests Van Wyck. “The

head of IT needs to be sitting at the same

table with the head of operations.”

“In the old days, IT almost always had to be

involved, due to the complexity of hardware,

software and networking issues,” adds Brad

Newman, partner in the advanced

manufacturing and mobility practice at EY.

“Today, a lot of digital tools are easy to use

and can be implemented independent of IT.

“But, digital transformation demands a

partnership between IT and OT,” claims

Newman. “It typically requires a heavy dose of

IT at the front end to establish standards, set

up security protocols and understand

interoperability issues.”

Some engineers also get caught up in trendy

technology, such as artificial intelligence and

digital twins. It’s better to look at the overall

set of business challenges your factory is

facing and how technologies can be applied

to provide a step-change in performance.

That top-down approach is better than a

bottoms-up approach.

“Companies that fall short of digital

transformations often start from the wrong

place,” says Christoph Kuntze, partner at

McKinsey & Co. “They say ‘look at all the cool

things that are out there that we can apply in

our factories.’ It should be the other way

around.

“You should avoid focusing on buzz words and

chasing after shiny new toys,” warns Kuntze.

“Instead, you should start with the business

outcome or problem that you’re trying to

address and then look backwards to see how

technology can help you get there. It’s

extremely important to always understand

the targeted outcome and the end goal of a

digital transformation initiative.”

ARC Advisory Group recently released an Industrial Digital
Transformation Top 25 report. It ranks manufacturers in a variety of
industries based on how they are succeeding at integrating digital
technology into all areas of their business by fundamentally changing
the way they operate and delivering value to their customers.

“Digital transformation leaders across many different industries share
common traits and visions, helping them overcome complex challenges
to innovate and stay agile,” says Greg Gorbach, vice president of digital
transformation and operations management at ARC Advisory Group.
“Leading companies have their transformation initiatives well underway.
For those who succeed, the result is a competitive advantage, even
during the most dif�cult global times.”

Most companies on ARC’s top-25 list are involved in process industries,
such as chemicals or pharmaceuticals. However, discrete manufacturers
lead the list, with Tesla ranked No. 1 overall, followed by Intel, BMW,
3M, Deere, Volkswagen and Lockheed Martin.

“[All the] companies share a common thread of leveraging digital
technologies to transform business capabilities and outcomes, giving
them a competitive advantage during challenging global
circumstances,” explains Gorbach. “While some shifted their digital
transformation efforts during the Covid pandemic, all had some level of
preparation prior and have an eye toward the future. For them, digital
transformation is not an option; it is a necessity to survive and thrive.

“The common thread is clarity around a starting point,” Gorbach points
out. “Effective digital transformation doesn’t occur unless the
organization connects the change to some external market or customer
signals. That starting point is crucial.”

According to Gorbach, manufacturers leading the digital transformation
revolution focus externally on the market signals shaping their
industries, whether speci�c to customers, competitors or some new
disruption. As a result, it leads them to ask different questions about
what motivates them to change. Digital transformation occurs when it
supports competitive differentiation relative to those signals.

“Engaging in anything transformational requires learning new things
and experimentation,” says Gorbach. “Those requirements present
overwhelming challenges for industrial companies that are hard wired
by controlled, stable operations and transactions.

“Leaders in transformation understand that inherent contradiction, and
they look outward for better ideas,” claims Gorbach. “As a result,
another consistent characteristic of digital transformation is the
presence of strong digital peer groups outside their traditional
industrial ecosystems.”

Almost all the companies ARC interviewed while compiling its top-25
list noted that when they began their journey, they quickly recognized
they didn’t have all the answers either within their own walls or market
footprint.

“These expanded peer groups always provided return value,” notes
Gorbach. “For instance, one company was able to make extraordinary
leaps in data management and security. In return, it provided a wealth
of leading-edge knowledge on transformational ways of managing
highly distributed infrastructure.”

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Volkswagen are reaping the benefits of

digital transformation initiatives. Illustration courtesy ARC Advisory Group

The Digital Model Factory features an assembly line equipped with state-of-the-art technology where companies can explore

how to apply Industry 4.0 tools in their operations.

Illustration courtesy Kearney

Measuring the Value of Digital Transformation
Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to truly

act on technology opportunities. According to the 2022 PwC Digital Trends in Supply Chain Survey, nearly half of respondents

listed budget constraints as one of their top three challenges related to digitization.

“To secure the budget needed to truly transform digital operations, it is important to clearly show the return on investment of

these efforts,” says PwC’s Comte. “One common mistake companies make is looking at digital transformation as a one-off

initiative and judging ROI based on a handful of initial micro use cases.

Deere’s digital transformation starts at product design and continues all the way through customer service.

Photo courtesy Deere & Co.

“Digital transformation is a continuous effort and mindset that should be integrated into the fabric of the business and embraced

as part of the overall corporate strategy,” explains Comte. “It is imperative for companies to utilize digital transformation as a way

to not only help prepare for the next disruption, but to also accelerate growth and edge out competitors.” 

Just like any investment, Comte believes a clear business plan should be created, defining the problem and proposed solution, with

detailed costs and realistic efficiency gains or benefits. 

“Once solutions are implemented, benefits must be tracked diligently,” Comte points out. “Manufacturers face a mammoth

challenge of isolating and proving the impact (positive or negative) of [digital transformation]. Tracking benefits at too high a level

can be diluted or exaggerated due to other factors and initiatives.

Despite knowing the importance of digital transformation, manufacturers often struggle to justify the investment needed to

truly act on technology opportunities.

Photo courtesy BMW AG

“Value can come in many forms when exploring digital manufacturing,” notes Comte. “It could relate to cutting cost or increasing

revenue, but it may also be of intangible value, such as providing momentum or agility for the broader supply chain. Again, it’s

important to be focused on business benefits and outcomes, and align digital investments and returns based on these business

expectations.

“Many companies are still in a state of decision paralysis, so committing to a small proof of concept can get the ball rolling and

focus on doing more with what you have today,” says Comte. “It is understandable that everyone needs to see some success

before they double down.

“However, for a manufacturer to be able to scale its digital transformation, it must be tied to a larger business outcome-focused

smart factory strategy,” concludes Comte. “Understand where performance is poor in manufacturing and where manufacturing

may be impeding the company’s bottom line.”
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The future of
automatization starts
today

tarting as a producer of mechanical based components in

early 1980s Zimmer Group has been a technical pioneer for

standardizing components for linear-, damping-, and handling

technology. �n the process of continuous technical progress,

product requirements and product development has been

influenced by upcoming possibilities of digitalization and

mechatronization.

Real-time simulation - the twin of reality
As a part of digitalization tools "virtualZ" with the complete

possibilities of real-time simulation. All project phases can be

realistically simulated and optimized several times in advance.

The possible uses do not end with the commissioning, the "virtual

twin" can produce the virtual work space parallel to the physical

machine/plant. �n this space the tried-and-tested technology

can now be transferred very easily to automation components

and a real-time simulation can be mapped to build up complete

simulation of machine functionality. Here software of market-

leading manufacturers for engineering and automation

combined with the usual way of downloading a geometric and

kinematic model and function blocks brings together all phases

of engineering.

Zimmer Group can map the closed process chain from the

preparation of the offer and project planning through the

construction and commissioning phase to service mechanical

engineering and software development. The speed and precision

with which projects have been implemented in recent years

impressively demonstrates that the world of virtual systems

enables a perceptible increase in speed and precision in

implementation and use.

The future is digital
The Zimmer Group is therefore able to provide the right solution

for any application, at any desired technology level. A solution

that not only meets the needs of the customer at the time of

project planning, but also offers the necessary investment

protection and fle!ibility against the background of the digital

revolution.

Zimmer Group US, Inc.

1095 6

th

 Street Ct SE

Hickory, NC 28602

info.us4zimmer-group.com

www.zimmer-group.com
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Growth and Demand for
Data-Driven Processes =
SERVO

echnology is ever evolving, and manufacturing looks to improve

upon itself at every twist and turn. Servo electric motors are not

new. However, servo driven forming processes are requested more

and more.

WHY?

1. Ultimate precision stroke advancement control

2. Allows for process monitoring and control of the process

3. Programming capability for processing multiple parts

4. More efficient, more flexible, and less maintenance than

pneumatic or hydraulic

5. Greater throughput potential

Demand for process monitoring and control is increasing due to

manufacturers being held accountable for 100%-part quality by

their customers. Force and distance monitoring are the parameters

that provide the necessary process feedback.

The most significant advantage to controlling or monitoring the

forming process is the data provided by the machine. Knowing that

you formed the part to the required specifications eliminates the

need for a quality check station. Thus, reducing your 2AP<�

investment, maximizing valuable floor space, and increasing part

throughput.

Using servo-electric motors allows one machine to be programmed

to run multiple parts or parts of various sizes. Design flexibility of

quick-change fixtures and programming capability provides part

change over in minutes, not hours.

With no air or oil required, servo-electric motors are easier to

maintain and are substantially cleaner. 2reating a machine that

supports manufacturing in cleanroom environments.

Find more information:

on our website: https://www.orbitform.com/

on our YouTube channel: http://www.youtube.com/c/�rbitform1

subscribe to our newsletter: https://newsletter.orbitform.com/sign-

up

Orbitform

51/-/0/-144/

sales>orbitform.com

www.orbitform.com
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Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on predictive maintenance, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:
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Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance

Video courtesy kontekbrothers,
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.
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The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor // camilloj@bnpmedia.com

Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance

Video courtesy kontekbrothers,

Creatas Video

P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance

Video courtesy kontekbrothers,

Creatas Video

P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance
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P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.
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“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.
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The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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FACTORY OF THE FUTURE

By Jim Camillo // Senior Editor // camilloj@bnpmedia.com

Sensors and AI-based software

help manufacturers eliminate

unplanned equipment downtime.

The Power of
Predictive Maintenance

Video courtesy kontekbrothers,

Creatas Video

P

redicting the future isn’t what it used to be. It’s actually way better, and that’s great news for manufacturers.

This is definitely the case for maintaining equipment on an assembly line. Today, many types of warning systems enable

manufacturers to take steps now to prevent dreaded unplanned downtime of robots, conveyors, motors, fans, pumps and other

machines.

“Getting to the level of predictive maintenance is an evolutionary process for manufacturers, regardless of their specialty,” notes

Will Healy III, global business strategy manager at Balluff Inc. “Right now, there is great interest in retrofitting equipment with

sensors to perform condition monitoring as a means to implement predictive maintenance. The next step is using equipment with

integrated smart sensors and artificial intelligence. These technologies also enable prescriptive maintenance, which uses machine

learning to help companies specifically adjust their operating conditions for desired production outcomes.”

Nearly two years ago, Balluff engineers faced an interesting maintenance challenge: Help a large automotive tier one supplier keep

its old, chain-type conveyor up and running. The conveyor features multiple synchronized drives, is nearly 2,000 feet in length,

and moves large metal structural components across the whole width of the plant, according to Healy.

A sensor installed on this conveyor drive monitors vibration exposure to prevent drive failure.

Photos courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Because the drives are fully synchronized, when one goes down, the conveyor chain buckles and crashes, causing major

production downtime,” explains Healy. “We installed a sensor on each drive to monitor its vibration exposure. When excessive

vibration in the gearbox alerted maintenance to a drive failure, the manufacturer performed a controlled shutdown, thereby

preventing a major machine crash.”

Equipment maintenance has come a long way in a long period of time—from the Industrial Revolution to the Industrial Internet of

Things (IIoT). The standard approach for many decades was reactive maintenance, or fixing things after they start to negatively

impact production. Then came preventive maintenance, where the goal is to prevent machine failure (due to fatigue, neglect or

normal wear) in between scheduled maintenance times.

Now it’s time for manufacturers to enjoy the many benefits of predictive maintenance. Through standard sensors and AI-based

software, companies can maximize equipment uptime, target specific components that need attention (resulting in more time-

efficient maintenance) and lower equipment lifecycle costs through improved performance and extended equipment life.

Currently, a small percentage of manufacturers have implemented predictive maintenance. But, it’s safe to say that that number

will increase when non-practitioners find themselves losing market share to competitors that offer higher throughput and make

better products.

Up-and-Running Robots

This graphic illustrates how the ZDT program works with a robot. The wrench indicates where on the EOAT the program gains

data insight to recommend maintenance actions. The plus sign shows where predictive features are located.

Graphic courtesy FANUC America Corp.

Where robots are concerned, the key to obtaining predictive maintenance’s numerous benefits is connectivity. Without it, no real-

time, process-related data can be obtained from various sensors embedded in controllers, robot arms and end-of-arm tooling.

One of the first robotic predictive maintenance applications of the IIoT occurred several years ago in the auto industry when

General Motors teamed up with Cisco and FANUC America Corp. to launch a zero downtime program. Called ZDT, the predictive

analytics service identifies potential failures so engineers and plant managers can schedule maintenance and repairs. This

prevents unexpected breakdowns during production, thereby saving manufacturers time and money.

“ZDT works well because FANUC is vertically integrated,” explains John Tuohy, national account manager at FANUC. “The service

also uses binary code for quick and simple calculations. Before introducing ZDT, we provided manufacturers a few weeks advanced

notice for required maintenance. Today, we provide as much as much as six months notice, and schedule maintenance at the

customer's convenience.”

According to Tuohy, the ZDT program has proven to be quite successful over the last several years. He says that about 30,000

robots worldwide are connected to the system.

Automotive manufacturers represent the largest group of ZDT users. Others include companies in the aerospace, white goods,

packaging, and food and beverage industries.

“The objection I hear from customers that are hesitant to invest in ZDT is that they don't need it since their FANUC robots work so

well and often exceed the suggested mean time between failures (MTBF),” notes Tuohy. “For our industrial robots, the MTBF is

100,000 hours or 10 years, while, for cobots, it’s 80,000 hours or 8 years.

“However, we point out to end-users the other benefit of ZDT, which is its ability to extract ERP process data to accurately

determine production throughput,” continues Tuohy. “By leveraging this data, a manufacturer can be sure its robot is running

optimally.”

Within each customer’s plant is a ZDT data collector, or a virtual machine, that securely transfers messages from the robots to

FANUC’s ZDT data center in the cloud. There, FANUC's analytic programs carefully review the data for any potential problems.

“If a statistical abnormality appears, ZDT automatically notifies our service team, and it provides the customer with

recommended actions to confirm and correct the issue,” says Tuohy. “Regardless of whether that customer is a manufacturer or

integrator, obtaining this insight may be enough to improve the robot’s productivity.”

For customers with operations in multiple states or even overseas, ZDT combines robot data from all locations into one dashboard

so managers and engineers can remotely check equipment status and support local maintenance personnel. According to Tuohy,

the more FANUC knows about what’s going on inside a robot, the better it can understand all of the elements around the robot

that affect a manufacturing process.

He also acknowledges that manufacturers that implement ZDT may or may not need to replace their older FANUC robots. This is

because many older models can be enhanced with ZDT, but newer models are better able to maximize its predictive maintenance

capabilities.

KUKA Robotics offers its own cloud-based data analytics and intelligence platform, which is called KUKA Connect. It monitors

things like arm speed and load, and predicts how projected maintenance cycles are affected by various assembly applications.

Other benefits include being platform agnostic, vertically scalable, fast reacting and easy to operate. The latter capability stems

from its web interface that requires no software to be installed, and connects to any mobile device from anywhere at any time.

A subscription-based platform, KUKA Connect enables manufacturers to take advantage of comprehensive production data,

innovative manufacturing processes and flexible networking components. The Lite version of the platform provides access to

information about each KUKA robot’s functionality. Upgrading to Connect Plus gives users full access to real-time notifications

and exportable reports.

Conveying Key Information

IO-Link sensors, software and a base unit make up

the Condition Monitoring Toolkit.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

“Conveyor users have two options when it comes to predictive maintenance,” explains Mike Hosch, vice president of industrial

business at Dorner Manufacturing Corp. “The most popular approach is to mount third-party sensors at various points on each

conveyor and have the sensors feed real-time data to a PLC or master device. The types of data obtained are often related to

belt speed, hours of operation, motor vibration and amperage draw, and bearing temperature.”

Less popular among manufacturers, at least to this point, is what Hosch calls ‘Level 2’ predictive maintenance. At this level, one or

more conveyors are equipped with integrated sensors, which work in conjunction with software or artificial intelligence to provide

performance data and more. This advanced data-gathering setup also enables the plant manager to easily and continuously

monitor all conveyors in a facility on an iPhone or other smart device.

“To increase the amount of manufacturers implementing Level 2 predictive maintenance, conveyor suppliers must meet two big

challenges,” notes Hosch. “One is convincing customers that, even though sensor-integrated conveyors cost more, they will

increase production uptime in both the short and long term.”

At the same time, suppliers must lessen customers’ data-security concerns when using such technologically advanced conveyors.

According to Hosch, this requires answering the key questions that customer IT staffs have related to data sampling. For example,

how often will it be done (every 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 2 minutes, etc.) and how secure will the data be each time?

“Predictive maintenance is similar to preventative in that both require maintenance personnel to pay regular attention to

conveyors,” says Hosch. “The real difference is the predictive model requires that the maintenance staff be better trained.”

Hosch says that, ideally, training should include more than one on-staff employee. This way, if a conveyor goes down, at least one

person with proper training is always available. Another good practice is making sure all maintenance staff is present whenever a

conveyor audit is performed and predictive maintenance is implemented.

Hosch acknowledges that manufacturers sometimes add external sensors to the Dorner 2200 and 3200 series of belt conveyors,

even though they require low maintenance from day one. This is due to both models featuring precise rack-and-pinion belt

tensioning and sealed-for-life bearings. The 3200 series also offers modular and spliced standard belts that allow for quick belt

changing.

In 2020, the global data analytics and advisory firm Quantzig implemented predictive maintenance for a European conveyor-belt

manufacturer and service provider. Quantzig was hired to help the company make sense of the large volumes of data it received

from customers who obtained it from sensors mounted near belts in operating conveyors.

The client wanted to switch from reactive to predictive maintenance to curtail risks and identify belt-performance problems

before they occur. Quantzig helped them achieve this goal in three steps.

The first was teaching them the importance of establishing and monitoring all assets’ conditional baselines. Quantzig’s experts

then harnessed data from every sensor and created time-series modeling combined with machine learning.

Finally, Fourier and Support vector machine algorithms were used to transform the data into a predictive analysis that generated

specific maintenance alerts and recommendations. The end result of all this work is one that makes the manufacturer quite

happy: A four-year increase in wear life, on average, for each belt it makes.

Monitoring Other Machines

Cloud based, the Portable Monitoring

System contains a condition monitoring

sensor, a mobile gateway for data

transmission and software to view data on

any terminal device.

Photo courtesy Balluff Inc.

The performance of a wide range of assembly line equipment, besides robot and conveyors, can be optimized through predictive

maintenance. This equipment includes motors, pumps, fans and compressors.

Balluff offers three products that let manufacturers implement predictive maintenance through machine retrofitting. The

company’s IO-Link sensors, for example, bolt onto any machine and obtain real-time data related to operating hours and

remaining service life. Healy cites CNC machines, stamping presses, gantry cranes and welding exhaust fans as common

applications.

These IO-Link sensors are also available as part of a Condition Monitoring Toolkit, which includes software and a base unit. Data

visualization and plug-and-play commissioning are possible with the kit, so long as the retrofitted machine has 24-volt power and

a plant network connection point.

Product three is a cloud-based Portable Monitoring System. It contains the BCM condition monitoring sensor, a mobile gateway

for data transmission via mobile radio, and software for visualizing data on any terminal device. Healy says the system comes

preconfigured to digitally and efficiently monitor pumps, fans, motors and machine tools.

“An important factor in understanding predictive maintenance is the P-F curve, or the three-domain interval between the

detection of a potential failure (P) and the occurrence of a functional failure (F),” says Healy. “In the proactive domain, the failure is

relatively far off, as the machine may still be new. The failure may still be far off in the predictive domain, but symptoms are

emerging with relatively early warning signs. Timely action may be taken, such as replacing failing equipment, before catastrophic

failure occurs. Without action, one enters the fault domain, where failure is occurring or inevitable, and symptoms indicate

immediate action is needed.”

Modules in the Festo Automation Experience (Festo AX) software rely on AI-based condition monitoring to achieve predictive

maintenance of components, machines and systems. Frank Latino, a product manager for electric automation at Festo Corp., says

the Maintenance module lets companies use devices and sensors to gather data from pneumatic and electric actuators, valve

manifolds, and switches on pneumatic clamps that hold parts in place at workstations.

“Festo AX requires a short AI training phase and the input of system algorithms, along with human input, into the software’s

analysis function while data is collected from the factory floor,” explains Latino. “This data is evaluated either at the edge of a

network, or in the cloud using Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services or other similar services.”

According to Latino, the main benefits of the Festo AX Maintenance module are greater uptime and a 20 percent reduction in

time spent doing maintenance. Root cause analysis also helps manufacturers specifically identify the systemic causes of each

maintenance problem.

As a general rule, motor temperature is often a good indicator of how efficiently a machine or assembly line is operating. A 20-

degree spike in motor temperature, for example, could indicate that some mechanical transmission components need to be

serviced or replaced.

Yaskawa AC drives control motors. They also simultaneously use visualized data to detect anomalies and predict machine failure

via the motors.

Some companies use one or more drives to monitor fans on the assembly line. In that case, the drive constantly monitors and

detects the current amount of filter clogging and accumulated contamination. When necessary, the drive notifies the operator to

clean the filter.

Pumps and compressors can be monitored as well. Air entrainment in, and dry running of, a pump can cause the drive to notify the

operator of a possible failure due to either condition. As for compressors, liquid return on freezers or chillers on which a compressor

is mounted will often change the input frequency pulsation. Should this happen, the drive will tell the operator that it’s time for

compressor maintenance.

“Companies often keep equipment much longer than their stated service life, so there’s definitely a benefit to implementing

predictive maintenance,” says Healy. “Machines that are made to work 5 to 7 years, sometimes end up being used for 25.

“The shortage of workers, in general, and maintenance professionals, in particular, should increase the implementation of

predictive maintenance,” concludes Healy. “But, what will really drive it forward is when plant or mid-level managers promote it,

and executives with influence and budget authority push it through to make it a reality.”
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imitations exist with effectively controlling a pneumatic or

hydraulic riveter, not to mention the high operating costs and

environmental impact associated with these traditional processes.

In the past, it has been expensive, difficult, or impossible to obtain

precision and speed when using traditional pneumatics or hydraulics.

BalTec ELECTRIC Riveting unit addresses these issues by using a

100% electrically powered unit.  You now have full positional control

due to servo-driven rotary and linear motion allowing for real-time

monitoring and process control of linear force, speed and position.

Another advantage is process data collection and remote access to

data, parameters and programs making it Industry 4.0 ready.

Associated operating costs of a pneumatic2hydraulic unit have now

been eliminated as well as making the BalTec ELECTRIC unit an

environmentally friendly device since air and hydraulic fluid is non-

existent.  4ue to the drive screw and bearing design, the ELECTRIC

unit has a greater power density than pneumatic where space may

be a premium in automation work cell design.

The traditional pneumatic riveting machine may suffice on some

joint forming applications, but if your specific application demands a

very short cycle time, or high level of control while maximizing

throughput and assuring quality, then the BalTec ELECTRIC Riveting

unit may be the right choice. 
ith our vast knowledge and

experience in joint forming technology, contact BalTec to assist in

determining if the BalTec ELECTRIC Riveter is the right option.

BalTec Corporation

121 �illpointe 4rive, �uite .00

Canonsburg, PA 15317

724-873-5757

Info.us9baltec.com

www.baltec.com
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ankyo Automation has been a worldwide leader in cam-driven

indexing technology and continues to develop new and

innovative technology in motion control.

The high quality of Sankyo products is a direct result of innovative

design, strict process control and a continual effort to strive for

improvement. These attitudes and technology are managed from

our 30,000 square foot manufacturing facility located near Sidney,

OH. This location serves as the sales, service and manufacturing

base for our products. We supply product for markets throughout

North America and Europe, as well as Central and South America.

Our parent company Sankyo Seisakusho Co. of �apan is the world

leader in precision cam and cam driven devices. They continue to

provide innovation and research, so Sankyo Automation can thrive

in a vast ever-changing technological industry.

Sankyo Automation is committed to developing new values by

providing our customers with manufacturing solutions capable of

meeting the rapidly changing market.

SANKYO Automation

937-498-4901

www.sankyoautomation.com
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.
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As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital twins, autonomous mobile robots and AI are

some of the cutting-edge technologies helping

European automaker Škoda compete.

L

ike many long-established car manufacturers, the company that would become Škoda Auto started in the early 1890s by

making bicycles. Today, you won’t see velocipedes rolling off of Škoda assembly lines, but you just might see plug-in electric

vehicles.

Now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Volkswagen Group, Škoda produced more than 800,000 vehicles last year, including some

49,000 EVs. Based in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic, Škoda has the second highest profit margin of all VW’s brands, behind only

Porsche.

That sort of performance hasn’t occurred by accident. Over the past few years, Škoda has invested millions of dollars in state-of-

the-art assembly technologies to increase productivity, improve worker safety, and decrease the company’s environmental

footprint. As part of an overall Industry 4.0 strategy, the company has implemented additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence,

augmented reality, autonomous mobile robots and other technology.

Digital Twin Helps Modify Assembly Line

Engineers use digital twin technology to run simulations

of new line configurations, evaluating different processes

and scenarios without having to move a single machine.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Adding a new workstation to an assembly line requires careful planning—especially if regular operations are expected to continue

at the same time. When engineers at Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí, Czech Republic, wanted to integrate a new robot into a

gearbox production line, the project was fully operational in just three weeks—thanks to digital twin technology.

Engineers used a digital twin of the line to run simulations of the new configuration, evaluating different processes and scenarios

without having to move a single machine. Once engineers had optimized the line design and process, they were able to install the

new robot with minimal disruption.

“Without Industry 4.0 technologies, we would not have been able to install the new robot workstation in this way,” says Christian

Bleiel, head of component production at Škoda. “Due to a lack of space, it would not have been possible to set up the new unit next

to the existing stations and test-run operations alongside regular production. The use of a digital twin…allowed us to create an

extremely detailed virtual image of the plant, simulate processes and procedures, and seamlessly add to the production line.”

Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick

batteries from pallets and send them to the

assembly line in the exact sequence in which they

are needed.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Within a cycle time of less than 30 seconds, the new workstation installs bearings into each gearbox. Robots install the bearings

to meet the precision requirements of the application.

To create the digital twin, engineers used a 3D model of the line. This included digital clones of the robots, sensors and safety

components. This allowed all mechanical and kinematic processes at the station to be realistically simulated. The software aspect

of the twin ensures smooth communication between all hardware components and the program-based control sequences on the

line.

Using this set-up, the technicians developed, tested and optimized the control electronics and determined the space required for

the new workstation. They were also able to calculate the ideal cycle time and prevent any chance of the robot arms colliding.

The model enabled engineers to shorten the time required to bring the project to an operational level by about three weeks. In

addition, engineers saved approximately 40 square meters of floor space by optimizing the layout in advance. With the digital

twin, the robot’s control programs were also developed before the robot and its peripherals were even in the factory.

Robot Picks Batteries in Sequence

Logistics personnel at Škoda rely on an app that uses AI to calculate how best to

load shipping containers to maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to

save 151 container shipments in the first six months of 2020 alone.

Photo courtesy Škoda

At its assembly plant in Kvasiny, Czech Republic, Škoda is using a large six-axis robot to pick batteries from pallets and send them

to the assembly line in the exact sequence in which they are needed. Škoda moved pick-to-sequence handling of parts from the

warehouse to the assembly hall, which helped speed up production. Kvasiny is Škoda’s first site to adopt this logistics system,

which has been in place since July 2020. Škoda invested some $469,000 to implement the process and has filed a patent

application for the system.

“For parts to be delivered to the production line just in sequence, a range of highly complex processes need to operate in perfect

harmony,” explains David Strnad, head of brand logistics at Škoda. “By using the new handling robot at the Kvasiny plant, we are

optimizing this process, making production more efficient and thus even more precise and ultimately even faster. At the same

time, we have increased workplace safety and ergonomics.”

In the past, batteries would have been stored in a warehouse next door, brought to the line via forklift, and then unloaded

manually. Now, batteries are stored on pallets near the assembly line. To ensure the right battery is installed in the right vehicle, the

robot scans a code on each battery using a special camera. It then puts the batteries on transport trolleys that carry them directly

to the assembly line. The robot also stacks empty pallets and transport packaging, and can order new pallets containing batteries

from the warehouse when required. The robot is mounted to a long linear axis, enabling it to pick batteries from multiple pallets in

a row. Safety guarding and sensors prevent collisions with staff or machinery.

Plans call for the automaker to replicate the system to handle other heavy, high-volume parts.

Škoda is also testing another new concept at Kvasiny that is intended to increase work safety at the plant: Each forklift has been

fitted with a tracking system so that the machines can identify other forklifts nearby at an early stage. Workers at the plant wear

a special wristband that works using the same principle and alerts its wearer to dangers by vibrating. If the tracking system

detects nearby forklifts or employees, the machines automatically reduce their speed and, if required, automatically come to a

halt to prevent a collision. An LED light fitted on each of the forklifts also provides information about the density of potential

sources of danger in the immediate vicinity.

AI Maximizes Container Loading

This autonomous mobile robot can transport

a load of up to 130 kilograms. The robot only

needs to be guided between stations once to

learn its route. It automatically adjusts its

path based on changes to its surroundings.

Photo courtesy Škoda

As one of the cornerstones of Škoda’s Strategy 2025, artificial intelligence is playing a key role in the carmaker’s digitalization

process. AI is being applied not only to products and processes, but also to services to help make the customer experience more

personal.

One area where Škoda is applying AI is in logistics. Remember the classic computer game Tetris? The aim is to drop differently

shaped pieces into a given space without leaving any gaps. Škoda’s logisticians face a similar task when loading 40-foot shipping

containers. However, they are now supported by Optikon, an app that uses AI to calculate how best to load shipping containers to

maximize their capacity. The software enabled Škoda to save 151 container shipments and 80 tons of CO

2

 emissions in the first

six months of 2020 alone.

“This AI app is a major development step on our way to digitalizing logistics and our work processes,” says Strnad. “The Optikon

project makes the work of the employees in the parts warehouse easier while also lowering our transport costs. Furthermore, it has

allowed us to reduce CO

2

 emissions because we only dispatch full containers now.”

There is an endless number of ways to fit the different-sized pallets into a container, which makes loading a challenging task for

logisticians. This is made even trickier because, each day, the pallets available for dispatch in the warehouse are different sizes.

The Optikon app, which was jointly developed by Škoda’s logistics and IT departments, helps to master this challenge using AI. The

program calculates how the different pallets must be loaded to make maximum use of each container’s capacity.

At Škoda’s assembly plant in Vrchlabí,

autonomous mobile robots deliver raw

materials and supplies to CNC production

lines. All materials are ordered automatically.

Photo courtesy Škoda

“Optikon illustrates how we use Industry 4.0 and artificial intelligence technologies at Škoda to make everything we do even more

efficient,” says Klaus Blüm, head of IT at Škoda. “When determining how items should be placed to maximize container space, the

app includes up to 400 pallet types in its calculations. The program also balances the weight distribution within the container and

checks that the freight will be shipped in good time.”

The logistics department has been using Optikon since November 2019, in particular for loading containers that are shipped to

Škoda’s assembly plant in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. In addition to body components, production materials, such as adhesives, are

also shipped to Russia from the carmaker’s warehouse in Mladá Boleslav.

Optikon uses mathematical combinatorial analysis methods to find various solutions to what is known as the “knapsack problem.”

It addresses the question of how certain objects can be optimally fitted into a limited space. While the classic knapsack problem

only takes into account the weight and value of the items to be packed, Optikon also considers floor space, the volume of the

item, and when the goods have to be shipped.

Finding Use Cases for AI

Engineers at Škoda are working on ways to

apply AI to predictive maintenance.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Container loading isn’t the only application that is benefitting from AI. Škoda’s FabLab, where the carmaker tests various Industry

4.0 technologies, is coming up with new applications every day.

For example, at the company’s assembly plant in Mladá Boleslav, AI is being used to coordinate truck traffic. Each day,

approximately 2,200 trucks arrive at the plant to drop off supplies or pick up assemblies. AI helps to coordinate this traffic,

ensuring just-in-time delivery and minimizing wait times for drivers.

Inside the plant, AI is being applied to predictive maintenance. “AI-based analysis makes it possible to detect anomalies in

equipment before they become an issue,” says Miroslav Kroupa, head of brand management at Škoda. “This will provide us with

more flexibility in terms of scheduling maintenance work and will prevent costly disruptions to production.”

For example, AI is being used to monitor the condition of bearings for skid conveyors. These large conveyors carry car bodies along

part of the assembly line. Thermal cameras monitor the temperature of the conveyor’s ball bearings, which can jam. This allows

engineers to proactively replace bearings that are nearing the end of their lifespan. The system also draws on data from the

electric motors that power the skids. When a bearing starts to chafe, the electric motor also runs less smoothly.

Similarly, engineers are using AI to analyze the sounds a machine makes. “Every machine emits characteristic sounds that can be

studied by artificial intelligence. When the monitoring detects an unexpected new sound, it informs the user that something is up,”

says Milan Dědek, an expert in the use of AI in predictive maintenance. “This makes it possible to detect possible faults before they

do any damage. For example, when ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, the machine’s sound changes slightly. A

human can’t hear it, but AI can.”

Autonomous Mobile Robots Transport Parts

When ball bearings start to jam or gears become worn out, a machine’s sound changes slightly. Engineers can use AI to detect

these changes and recommend maintenance before a machine breaks down.

Photo courtesy Škoda

Škoda uses fully autonomous, self-learning robots to transport parts at its assembly plant in Vrchlabí.

The robot can carry up to 130 kilograms. Unlike traditional automated transport systems, the robot does not require lane guidance

in the form of induction loops, magnetic strips or reflectors. To learn the route, the vehicle only needs to be guided between

destinations once via a tablet or joystick. In doing so, it captures its environment and notes changes to its surroundings by itself. It

then automatically adapts its route if necessary.

Using sensors and laser scanners, the robot recognizes vehicles, stationary obstacles and people crossing its path. The control

system calculates the approach speed and detects if a collision is imminent. In this case, the robot stops by itself or takes evasive

action. The robot immediately adjusts its route based on information from its surroundings, without having to stop in the process.

If the fully autonomous robot detects that it will regularly encounter obstacles at a specific point along its journey, it changes its

route permanently. If necessary, the robot can travel to any location at the Vrchlabí plant, which covers 16,000 square meters.

The first application for the robot was to transport newly machined parts from the plant’s CNC processing lines to the metrology

center. The robot completes 120 trips per day and travels a total distance of 35 kilometers on its route.

Now, autonomous mobile robots are also used to deliver raw materials and supplies to the CNC machines. The supplies are ordered

automatically. At the warehouse, logistics employees place the supplies into a carrier. The robot then picks up the carrier and takes

it to one of the CNC lines. On its return journey, the robot takes an empty carrier with it and automatically reports back to the parts

warehouse.

The robots have increased productivity and safety at the plant. Logisticians are no longer required to enter production areas,

because all components are transported to the CNC lines automatically. Since the CNC machines are supplied with more than

50,000 parts per day, the cost of automated transport is expected to be covered in less than three years.
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Durability Passed
with Hydraulic Pulse
Tools
Challenge — All manufacturers face the task of finding an

ergonomic assembly tool with torque control; minimal

torque reaction; low operational costs; and improved

uptime.

The discontinuous drive feature of Hydraulic Pulse Tools

apply torque in increments rather than one continuous

effort; thus, eliminating torque reaction to the assembler.

The ergonomic and torque control features of this tool

configuration make this the best relative to low Total

Acquisition Costs.  However, this tool type is

characteri$ed to have higher associated operational

costs.

An automotive manufacturer in the southeastern 
.S.

had tried nearly every brand of hydraulic pulse tool on a

very challenging application with high cycle rates. Only

one brand would operate in production for one week

before service was required. While this weekly service

interval was not satisfactory, the automotive

manufacturer had accepted this as a standard based on

their challenging application.

Solution — In looking for a more durable discontinuous drive hydraulic pulse tool, the automotive manufacturer tested a Du-Pas

TDIS Series hydraulic pulse tool.

Result — The DuPas TDIS Series e"ceeded their e"pectations. The robust e"ternal design of the housing coupled with the internal

double sensing pulse mechanism resulted in increasing their uptime by 300% from all other tool O.E.M.s they tested. The TDIS

Series proved to be a robust, low Total Cost of Ownership solution!

Durability Passed!
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

AI is helping BMW inspect

parts, control processes and

route AGVs.

BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.

Photo courtesy BMW

to Assembly

B

MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on manufacturing at BMW manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Tracking Production at BMW

BMW, Daimler Initiatives Drive High-Volume Metallic 3D Printing

BMW Improves Quality With Data Analysis
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BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.
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MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.
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BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.
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At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.
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Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.
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Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.
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BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.
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At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.
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Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.
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Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.
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BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.
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MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.
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recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.
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At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.
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planning.
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Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.
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BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.
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At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.
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Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.
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B

MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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route AGVs.

BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.
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B

MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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AI is helping BMW inspect

parts, control processes and

route AGVs.

BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.

Photo courtesy BMW

to Assembly

B

MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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route AGVs.

BMW Applies AI

An associate labels photos from door sill

strips of the BMW 3 series, creating an AI

object-recognition app.
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MW has been at the forefront of Industry 4.0 for years. For example, the company was an early adopter of additive

manufacturing, and today prints hundreds of thousands of production parts annually. The German automaker is also using

data analytics for numerous applications, including predictive maintenance, control of paint and press lines, and monitoring of

fastener installation.

Now, BMW is applying artificial intelligence (AI) throughout its global operations. Most recently, BMW developed software that

makes light work of creating AI applications for object recognition. The core of the software is the so-called BMW Labeling Tool

Lite. This tool enables users to easily label objects in images, off-line, to quickly create AI apps that can then reliably identify those

objects in images during production.

The software was influenced by practical experience from the BMW Group’s production network. “Smart AI solutions make the

day-to-day work of our associates noticeably easier,” says Michele Melchiorre, senior vice president of production system,

planning, tool and plant engineering. “Users need no longer worry about the underlying technology. The logic is the same as with a

good smartphone app: Easy to install, quick to understand, use it of your own accord. That’s the only way a solution will quickly

attract widespread use and become more effective.”

Building an object-recognition app, even with no AI expertise, is quick and straightforward, without having to program any

software. No special hardware or additional software is needed; a standard powerful PC is enough.

To train an app that suits their needs, production associates start by taking photos and labelling objects within them. The

software then optimizes itself independently and can distinguish between “right” and “wrong” parts after just a few hours, having

worked through the labels.

Once trained, the app can assess live images during production. It instantly compares them to its learned knowledge, and

recognizes quickly and reliably whether the right parts have been used.

BMW’s artificial intelligence data set contains

more than 800,000 photorealistic images

divided into 80 production categories.

Photo courtesy BMW

At BMW’s assembly plant in Munich, the app is already being used to inspect door sill strips for the BMW 3 Series sedan. Ten

different strips are available for the sedan, depending on the model. Thanks to AI, the app can accurately identify each strip and

determine if the correct part has been installed.

“With our software package, it takes just a few hours to build apps for comparing actual and target status,” says Jimmy Nassif,

head of IT planning systems in logistics at BMW.

Inspection isn’t the only application for the AI object-recognition software. BMW is also using the software to teach automated

guided vehicles to recognize machines and other potential obstacles in an assembly plant.

The published algorithms are freely available for software developers worldwide to use, view modify and develop the source code

further. These developments will also benefit the BMW Group. Indeed, the first version of the software was published in fall 2019.

“The wealth of feedback on the algorithms we released in 2019 was overwhelming. Our BMW AI community is delighted with the

appreciation we got from around the world,” says Kai Demtroeder, head of data transformation and artificial intelligence at BMW

Group. “We are seeing useful enhancements based on our source code. That prompted us to publish more algorithms, to help open

up AI for mainstream users.”

With this latest release, the BMW Group is offering a complete solution for AI-based object recognition. Users who value high

system stability will appreciate the additional functions such as fail-over and load balancing, which have now been added to the

object-recognition interfaces.

Open-Source Data Set for AI Applications

BMW and NVIDIA are partnering to develop software for virtual factory

planning.

Photo courtesy BMW

Building on its success with AI, BMW has published the world’s largest data set to streamline and significantly accelerate AI

applications in manufacturing. SORDI (Synthetic Object Recognition Dataset for Industries) consists of more than 800,000

photorealistic images. They are divided into 80 categories of production resources, from pallets and pallet cages to forklifts, and

include objects of particular relevance to automotive engineering and logistics.

“The BMW Group has been using artificial intelligence since 2019,” says Melchiorre. “AI has already been utilized in various quality

assurance applications in production at [our] plants. SORDI makes AI models much faster to train and AI considerably more cost-

efficient in production.”

According to Melchiorre, the visual data is of particularly high quality. Integrated digital labels enable basic image processing tasks

to be carried out, such as classification, object detection or segmentation for relevant areas of production. BMW’s partners in the

project were Idealworks, Microsoft Corp. and Nvidia Corp.

To create the data without a lot of manual labor, a simulated environment for robotics, a digital twin of the production system

and an AI training environment were all fused within the Nvidia Omniverse. The rendering pipeline from the BMW Tech Office

allows any number of photos, including labels, to be synthesized in photorealistic high-definition quality and used in the creation

of highly robust AI models.

SORDI can be used by IT professionals to develop and tailor AI systems for manufacturing, and by production employees to

maintain mature AI systems for validation purposes ready for the start of production.

BMW i Ventures Inc. has invested in Alitheon’s digital �ngerprinting technology, FeaturePrint ID, which represents
product surfaces as math formulas to enable on-demand veri�cation of an authentic auto part via an industrial camera
or a handheld app.

I Ventures is the German automaker’s venture capital arm, which routinely makes investments in startups developing
technologies with automotive and manufacturing applications.

Alitheon is a Washington-based startup that uses cloud computing databases to match a picture of the product in
question with the physical attributes of the corresponding product that comes from the manufacturing process.
According to Alitheon CEO Roei Ganzarski, because of the nature of mass production, a machine producing thousands
of the same product every day will do so to exact speci�cations with only minute differences.

Alitheon currently only works with business-to-consumer and business-to-business clients, but in the near future the
company wants to make its software available to consumers through a downloadable app on their phones. In so doing,
consumers can authenticate their car parts. When that software is released, Ganzarski envisions a structure where a
certain number of items will be free for customers to register. After a certain threshold, a subscription model may be
introduced.

BMW has invested in digital fingerprinting technology that can help automakers, repair shops and consumers detect

counterfeit parts with a smartphone app.

Photo courtesy Alitheon

Virtual Factory Planning

Data analytics and AI are enabling BMW to do predictive, rather than reactive,

maintenance.

Photo courtesy BMW

BMW and NVIDIA are working together on more than just AI. The two companies are also cooperating to develop a new approach

to planning highly complex manufacturing systems—the Omniverse platform. NVIDIA’s virtual factory planning tool integrates a

range of planning data and applications and allows real-time collaboration with unrestricted compatibility.

“Together, we’re about to make a huge leap forward and open up completely new perspectives in the field of virtual, digital

planning,” says Milan Nedeljković, BMW board member for production. “In the future a virtual representation of our production

network will allow us to realize an innovative, integrated approach to our planning processes. Omniverse greatly enhances the

precision, speed and consequently the efficiency of our planning processes.”

“BMW does personalized manufacturing at a massive scale—its operations are among the most complex in the world,” adds

Jensen Huang, founder and CEO of NVIDIA. “In their vision of future factories, people and robots work together; engineers from all

aspects of factory design collaborate in a shared virtual space; and the entire factory is simulated with photorealistic detail.

NVIDIA Omniverse was built to realize this future. Omniverse will enable BMW to connect its teams to design, plan and operate

future factories virtually before anything is built in the physical world.”

Virtual factory planning is not new. Until now, however, it has required data to be imported from various applications. This is not

only time-consuming but also raises compatibility issues. In addition, the data is not always up to date. In the future, the

Omniverse platform will enable live data to be collected and collated from all databases to create a joint simulation, eliminating

the need to reimport data. The goal is to enable modifications and adjustments to be assessed in the early stages of planning to

create an overall view.

This transparency will allow engineers to plan highly complex production systems quickly and accurately, without interface losses

or compatibility problems. Omniverse integrates data from various professional design and planning tools from a range of

different producers and uses it to generate photorealistic real-time simulations in a single collaborative setting.

The latter aspect is no small thing for a company that runs assembly plants in Germany, Austria, the U.S., Mexico, South Africa,

India, China and Brazil. Employees at different sites in different time zones can access the virtual simulation and work together to

plan and optimize details of a process or production system whenever they need to.

In addition, Omniverse can be used in a multitude of applications. In the future, engineers will collaborate using real-time data that

is synchronized in the Omniverse cloud infrastructure. They will also be able to discuss the integration of new production systems

with suppliers. Omniverse allows structure and facility data to be integrated, as well as items and part numbers of materials in

production. It can also be used for logistics planning, offering unprecedented data consistency, from planning through to

production.

“This is redefining collaboration,” says Nedeljković. “The ability to carry out changes live will speed up decision-making noticeably.

Production planners will be able to visualize the entire planning lifecycle for every plant in the global production network. This will

be supported by a wide range of AI-capable application cases, from autonomous robotics to predictive maintenance and data

analysis.”
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For more information on manufacturing at BMW manufacturing, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Tracking Production at BMW

BMW, Daimler Initiatives Drive High-Volume Metallic 3D Printing

BMW Improves Quality With Data Analysis
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ADVERTISEMENT
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Wood Waste is Costly.
Shred it & and Sell it

oulware Equipment designs and builds industrial reclaim

and recycling systems  We are  100% dedicated to the

reclaim, converting, and repurposing of wood pallet & crate

trash for our customers. Our automated system converts

wood pallet trash into a useable product and our nationwide

network of wood fiber buyers allow us to responsibly repurpose

your wood trash.

The immediate benefit to your company is huge reduction in

monthly waste disposal costs. The responsible benefits are:

Automated wood scrap handling, operational safety, lowering

your carbon footprint, & no landfill guarantee for your wood

trash.

Boulware Equipment provides system design, engineering,

installation, operational tech support , bulk transport, and

logistics for repurposing wood products.

We begin our solution by performing an onsite survey to assess

your needs for disposal. Engineered concept drawings are then

developed alongside two proposals. One for the equipment,

installation, and controls needed for our system in your facility.

Another proposal outlining our environmentally friendly

repurposing services.

Our system can be seamlessly integrated to fit the unique

operations of your business  anywhere in the �	A. The low

RPM shredder is quiet allowing our systems to be safely

installed ne#t to buildings and warehouses. Our repurposing

services will consistently keep your plant floor as clean as your

environmental conscious!

Boulware Equipment, LLC

3134 Pinkie Lane

Newton, NC 28658

704-651-6061

brad@boulwarellc.com

http://boulwarellc.com/
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on manufacturing at Audi, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Audi EVs Tackle the Dakar Rally

3D-Printed Engine Gets Ready for Racing

Audi Adopts Full-Color 3D Printing
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smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.
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“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.
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AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.
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Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.
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“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.
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AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.
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Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

Digital transformation is

well underway at Audi’s �ve

assembly plants worldwide.

Smart Manufacturing

Audi engineers are using artificial

intelligence to control the quality of spot

welds in high-volume production.

Photo courtesy Audi

at Audi

A

utomotive OEMs love to show off their automated body-in-white assembly lines. Commercials invariably feature dozens of

six-axis robots producing showers of sparks in choreographed routines. The footage portrays the OEM as a technological

leader, even if every auto plant in the world has such a line.

At Audi’s assembly plant in Neckarsulm, Germany, the body-in-white assembly line truly is a technological leader. Engineers there

are using artificial intelligence (AI) to control the quality of spot welds in high-volume production.

Some 5,300 spot welds are required to join the parts that make up the body of an Audi A6. Until recently, production staff used

ultrasound to manually monitor the quality of spot welds based on random sampling. Now, however, engineers are testing a

smarter way of determining weld quality. They are using AI software to detect quality anomalies automatically in real time. The

robots collect data on current flow and voltage on every weld. An AI algorithm continuously checks that those values fall within

predetermined standards. Engineers monitor the weld data on a dashboard. If a fault is detected, they can then perform manual

checks.

Audi is testing the software on the body line for the A6 and A7. In the future, Audi hopes to use the software not just to detect

defects, but to control and continuously optimize the weld process automatically.

Audi is developing inspection software to visually

detect defects in stamped metal parts with the

help of artificial intelligence.

Photo courtesy Audi

“The algorithm will serve as a blueprint for further applications in connected manufacturing,” says Mathias Mayer, an automation

specialist at Audi. “In addition, it allows us to make advancements to existing digital solutions, such as predictive maintenance.”

If the welding software proves successful, it will be deployed at assembly plants throughout the Volkswagen Group, Audi’s parent

company. In fact, the software is already being tested at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany.

Spot welding isn’t the only application for which Audi is testing AI software. At the carmaker’s stamping plant in Ingolstadt,

Germany, AI is being used to detect defects such as small cracks in body panels and parts.

Increasing demands in terms of design, lightweight construction and functionality have proven to be challenging for the press

shop. Sharper lines for exterior parts, as well as the increasing complexity of some components, have created narrow process

windows that can occasionally result in cracks during stamping of body components.

To keep quality high, a cross-functional team at Audi is developing inspection software to visually detect defects with the help of

artificial intelligence. A machine vision algorithm based on deep neural networks can reliably detect defective parts automatically,

in seconds, with maximum precision. To do this, the software is continuously trained and improved with sample images. For this

purpose, experts from production mark cracks by hand and photograph them.

The system relies on several cameras, which take photos of newly produced deep-drawn parts. The images are then evaluated in

real time by the algorithm. If a crack is identified, a visual signal alerts the workers.

Industry 4.0 at Audi

A cobot installs an air bag into a steering wheel assembly. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would be needed to connect

a light curtain to a robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

Photo courtesy Audi

AI is just one example of how Audi is applying Industry 4.0 technology at its five production facilities around the world.

Technologies such as additive manufacturing, 5G, RFID and machine learning are being used to improve planning, assembly,

logistics, maintenance and quality assurance.

Many of these forward-looking projects originated at Audi’s Production Lab. The P-Lab, as it is known, was set up in 2012 as a think

tank for all topics related to production. Here, a core team of 30 employees develops ideas and tests new approaches together

with co-workers from production and logistics. The P-Lab has played a key role in helping technologies such as additive

manufacturing, human‑robot collaboration, automated guided vehicles, and augmented and virtual reality make their way into

large-scale production at Audi.

Another element of the company’s digitalization efforts is the Automotive Initiative 2025, or AI25, which was launched in early

2021. The goal of the initiative is to create a global network of expertise for digital factory transformation and sustainable

innovation. Audi’s Neckarsulm plant will play a pivotal role as a pilot factory and real-world laboratory. The factory, which has been

making cars for more than 100 years, already has extensive expertise in production IT for both high-volume and small-scale

production.

The AI25 initiative is also intended to serve as a source of ideas for transforming production and logistics throughout the

Volkswagen Group. Over the next five years, digital solutions for vehicle production and the supply chain will increasingly be tested

and developed through to full-scale production via AI25.

Development of IT solutions for smart factories is being supported by academic institutions, such as the Fraunhofer Institute for

Industrial Engineering and the Technical University of Munich, as well as technology partners Amazon Web Services and SAP.

Custom software and ideas are also expected to come from a joint venture, XL2, based in Heilbronn, Germany, which Audi

founded last year with global consulting firm Capgemini. This independent unit is focusing on SAP projects for production, master

data management, and the development of cloud-based applications.

5G for Production

For Audi and other manufacturers to achieve the agility and flexibility promised by digital, or smart, manufacturing, a high-

performance network infrastructure that can respond in real time will be critical. Audi is betting that 5G wireless technology could

fill the bill.

5G offers numerous advantages to manufacturers. It promises data speeds of more than 10 gigabits per second and latency rates

of no more than 1 millisecond. Cellular connections are considered robust, they consume very little power, and their reliability is

nearly 100 percent. In addition, 5G offers the ability to wirelessly connect a large number of industrial devices. A machine

connected via 5G can respond in real time to inputs from the control system.

Since 2018, Audi has been working with Swedish telecommunications corporation Ericsson to test 5G wireless technology for

vehicle production.

“5G offers the extremely low latency that meets the performance requirements of industrial automation,” says Marie Hogan, head

of mobile broadband and IoT at Ericsson. “Highly developed applications and system-critical IoT networking, combined with the

advantages of greater flexibility, mobility and efficiency for production automation, are becoming possible for the very first time.

‘Cutting the cables’ is the actual turning point in the Industry 4.0 era.”

Audi has already launched several 5G pilot projects. For example, the carmaker has long used automated guided vehicles (AGVs) to

deliver parts and materials to the assembly line just in time. Now, however, 5G is helping to monitor and safely steer AGVs

throughout the Ingolstadt plant, without the need for tape lines or other inflexible infrastructure. An exclusive frequency spectrum

—a 5G campus network within the factory—has been in place at Ingolstadt since mid-2020. This local frequency is an important

condition for successful 5G deployment in production.

Another pilot project involves applying 5G in a safety network for a robotic assembly application. Because 5G is fast and robust, it

is particularly suitable for connecting sensors, machines and devices operated by people. Seamless communication in real time is

a prerequisite for allowing robots and people to work together.

In the pilot, a robot installs an air bag module into the steering wheel of a vehicle. The cell is protected by safety sensors. As soon

as a human hand breaks through the cell’s light curtain, the robot stops automatically. Ordinarily, a high-frequency fieldbus would

be needed to connect the light curtain to the robot controller. Now, however, 5G can enable the same task to be done wirelessly.

“5G combines all points in our production environment, and this leads to enormous improvements in flexibility and connectivity. It

also shows how humans and robots can work together safely,” says Arjen Kreis, head of body shop automation technology for

Audi.

At Audi’s Neckarsulm factory, additive manufacturing being used to quickly make custom jigs and fixtures from plastic.

Photo courtesy Audi

Additive Manufacturing at Audi

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi has been using additive manufacturing in production processes for more than 20 years. Originally, the process was mainly

used to produce models. Now, the technology is increasingly being used to create jigs, fixtures and even production parts.

Audi’s Ingolstadt factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with metal. A variety of processes are

being used to produce complex steel and aluminum parts, as well as tool inserts for forming tools weighing several tons. This

makes it easier to implement unusual designs, because additive manufacturing supports open shapes and a wide variety of

organic forms. This is a major advantage for tool inserts with cooling channels close to the edge, for example.

Audi’s Neckarsulm factory is the company’s center of excellence for additive manufacturing with plastic. Here, the technology is

being used to make custom assembly aids that make work more ergonomic. If employees have optimization ideas, they can

simply contact the in-house 3D printing center. Together with a start-up from Berlin, Audi has developed software that reduces

the time required to design jigs and fixtures by 80 percent. A sketch is usually all that is needed, and the desired part is available in

just a few hours.

Most recently, additive manufacturing with plastic was used to create jigs and fixtures for the Audi e-tron GT. More than 160 3D-

printed assembly aids are now in use at Neckarsulm today. One such fixture, for example, is used in the assembly of air-

conditioning compressors and cooling lines. The fixture features a built-in clamp and was designed in-house.

Next-Level Maintenance

Audi’s maintenance staff can access an app that contains a knowledge database with around 5,000 pages on materials

science and recommended actions. Photo courtesy Audi

Audi is employing various technologies to improve maintenance and minimize downtime. For example, a joining system that rivets

body components is equipped with sensors that monitor the condition of plastic hoses. The controller uses algorithms to compare

the data against preset thresholds and thereby detect traces of wear in the hoses. Sudden system failures have been virtually

eliminated as a result, and maintenance work can be carried out during non-production time, which makes the work easier and

production more efficient.

Processes are currently being standardized to connect multiple systems and machines to databases. Predictive maintenance

technology is set to enter high-volume production and will also be used in other areas.

Audi’s maintenance staff receive further support from the “iMaintenance” app. This app contains a knowledge database with

around 5,000 pages on materials science and recommended actions. If a machine displays an error code, the technician simply

enters the code into a tablet to receive step-by-step instructions.

Via another app, “Audi Mobile Maintenance,” experts in assembly at the Ingolstadt site and in the paint shop at the Neckarsulm

plant receive immediate information about system errors. The app displays all the relevant information via a push notification.

Which system in which hall is affected? Which warehouse has a replacement available? Are co-workers possibly already taking

care of the situation? This increases transparency, reduces trips, speeds up processes, and enhances data quality. Everything is

documented digitally and can be accessed by the entire team from anywhere using a mobile device. Audi plans to roll the app out

to other factories in the near future.
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Afag Automation creates
innovative solutions that drive
future success.

hether you require precision feeding solutions, enduring handling stations,

or modular transport systems, Afag provides systems you can count on.

At their hearts, these solutions are engineered with Swiss precision and reliability.

They are created with enduring materials and fashioned to exacting tolerances

that withstand rigorous assembly processes; and yet they are at home in the lab

or clean room too. From automotive to medical, to electronic and places in

between, our solutions serve many industries because their quality and

performance are world-class. And since we have a global presence, our systems

are designed to work and communicate with the rest of your machinery. The two-

year, 40-million stroke warranty is uncompromising.

Our red module handling benefits include:

Modular (right actuator for the right application)

Easily reconfigured if required

Commissioned prior to arrival

Highly dynamic and robust

Single-cable control

Multiple communications platforms available

.01mm repeatability out of the box

Precision ground surfaces, and small packages

Our Feeding Systems benefits include:

Milled bowls (exact and repeatable)

Patented drives (quiet and smooth)

CA9 based engineering

Tight tolerances

Steel on steel fixations and mounts (no slop)

Our Transfer systems benefits include:

High configurability

Many workpiece si$es

Easily maintained

Flexible speed and payload options

We invite you to contact us right now and see how we can partner with you on

your current and future assembly solution needs1

Afag Automation

North America

820 Fesslers Parkway #210

Nashville, TN 37210

(615) 730-7515

nashville@afag.com

www.afag.com/en
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on Volkswagen’s manufacturing operations, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Volkswagen to Invest I7 Billion in 
orth America

Volkswagen Rethinks What It Means to Be Green

Inside Volkswagen>s Battery Testing Labs
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by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.
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Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.
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VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.
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ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.
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VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.
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By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.
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At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.
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VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.
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Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.
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By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.
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VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.
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At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.
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VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.
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ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.
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VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.
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By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.
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At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.
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VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.
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VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.
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By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.
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VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.
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At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.
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VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.
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VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.
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By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on Volkswagen’s manufacturing operations, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Volkswagen to Invest I7 Billion in 
orth America

Volkswagen Rethinks What It Means to Be Green

Inside Volkswagen>s Battery Testing Labs
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John Sprovieri // Chief Editor

By creating an industrial

cloud, VW hopes to improve

systemwide productivity by

30 percent.

VW and the Cloud

Volkswagen expects that its cloud project

will increase the productivity of its plants

by 30 percent from 2016 to 2025.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Y

ou can’t accuse Volkswagen’s Dirk Voigt of having his head in the clouds—he’ll take it as a compliment. The head of digital

production at VW, Voigt and a team of manufacturing and IT pros are developing an industrial cloud computing system to

amalgamate production data from more than 120 factories. The objective: greater efficiency and lower costs.

The project was launched in 2019, when VW assembly plants in Chemnitz, Germany, Wolfsburg, Germany, and Polkowice, Poland,

because the first to transmit production data to the cloud. One year later, 15 additional European factories joined the cloud,

including the VW assembly plant in Palmela, Portugal, the Škoda plant in Mlada Boleslav, Czech Republic, and the VW assembly

plant in Chattanooga, T
. In 2021, another 24 sites were added to the platform, including VW facilities in South America. 
ow, all

of VW’s major car and component plants are connected.

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in

Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production

data clearly and transparently in one system.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW developed the cloud in collaboration with Amazon Web Services ?AWS@. Volkswagen contributed knowledge of industrial

processes and production, while AWS provided expertise in machine learning and cloud computing services. Integration partner

Siemens ensures efficient integration of production systems and machines from various manufacturers throughout VW facilities

worldwide.

The basis of the industrial cloud is VW’s Digital Production Platform ?DPP@, onto which all of the group’s sites will dock in the future.

The platform standardizes and simplifies exchange of data across systems and plants.

The highest standards ensure data security. For example, integration via the cloud makes it easier to identify the use of unfamiliar

software and to react quickly. VW also saves all information processed in the cloud in a kind of digital safe deposit box. The

automaker therefore has complete control over whom the data is exchanged with, and for what purpose.

Industrial Cloud as App Store

Eventually, all of the VW Group’s factories will connect to the

company’s Digital Production Platform, which will standardize

and simplify exchange of data across systems and plants.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

By 2025, Volkswagen wants to increase the productivity of its plants by 30 percent compared to 2016.

“We will continue to strengthen production as a competitive factor for the Volkswagen Group,” says Oliver Blume, CEO of Porsche

and member of the board of management of Volkswagen AG with responsibility for production. “The industrial cloud is a crucial

lever for achieving this goal. Data from all factories will be amalgamated and made usable in real time. Volkswagen is thereby

laying the foundations for more efficient processes.”

Ultimately, VW expects to reduce costs by several billion euros.

Some of that savings will come from new software, developed in-house, that will facilitate more efficient material flows, optimize

operation of machines and installations, and reduce energy consumption. VW has already made available some 30 applications.

The apps cover things like preventive maintenance and reduction of rework through artificial intelligence ?AI@. Just as consumers

can download apps to their smartphones, factory management can download apps from the VW cloud to solve problems at their

sites. Managers can also use standardized tools to develop site-specific solutions themselves and then make them available to

other plants via the cloud.

For example, at VW’s assembly plant in Emden, Germany, engineers have begun using AI software in the cloud to evaluate welding

data for better quality control. Until recently, spot welds on car bodies were checked manually using ultrasound. This process took

so much time that engineers could only check random samples.

“
ow, welding robots will collect data on current flow and voltage automatically. An algorithm checks that the values meet the

standards,” explains welding manager Mathias Boomgaarden.

The benefit is that defects will be identified in real time. Members of the inspection team will monitor weld data on a dashboard.

If a fault is detected, inspectors can then perform manual checks.

The welding app is a good example of how the cloud has fostered collaboration between factories in the VW Group.

“There is already a similar system in place at Audi. We learned a lot from it,” says Boomgaarden.

The AI software was modified for the Emden plant, and the first installations were connected in a pilot phase. “The results are

good. Regular operation is ready to start when the final challenges have been mastered,” says Boomgaarden.

Volkswagen plans to invest $7.1 billion in North America over the next �ve years to boost its electric vehicle product
portfolio, regional R&D, and manufacturing capabilities. By focusing on local engineering talent, battery know-how and
software development, VW aims to have 55 percent of its U.S. sales be fully electric by 2030. The automaker plans to
offer 25 new EVs to domestic consumers through 2030.

“American ingenuity and manufacturing know-how are at the heart of our strategy for growth, and thousands of men
and women are working hard every day throughout North America to bring the Volkswagen brand to life for
consumers,” says Scott Keogh, president and CEO of Volkswagen Group of America Inc. “This profound commitment to
our localized capabilities will transform Volkswagen into one of the leading EV brands known for its commitment to
innovation, quality and the communities we call home.”

Assembly of the ID.4 SUV will begin later this year at the company’s large manufacturing complex in Chattanooga, TN,
sourced mostly from regional suppliers. Volkswagen also plans to upgrade its factories in Puebla and Silao, Mexico,
for the assembly of EVs and components, such as traction motors, by the middle of the decade.

As part of its preparation to launch the American-assembled ID.4, VW has invested more than $2.7 billion in supplier
partnerships throughout the North American continent, including its battery partnership with SK Innovation. In addition,
the company plans to establish a battery cell production operation in the U.S. to meet growing demand.

VW is also expanding its battery know-how in the United States. In May, its new Battery Engineering Lab in
Chattanooga will start operations. As result of a $22 million investment, the BEL will enable the company to test and
validate batteries for all of its electric models in the American marketplace.

Volkswagen plans to invest I7.1 billion in 
orth America over the next five years to boost its electric vehicle product

portfolio, regional RKD, and manufacturing capabilities.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

Better Bu�ers and Labels

VW developed its industrial cloud in collaboration

with Amazon Web Services.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

At VW’s commercial vehicle assembly plant in Hannover, Germany, an app amalgamates production data clearly and

transparently in one system. This enables managers to get a real-time overview of whether potential bottlenecks could occur in

production, at just a click of the mouse.

“The aim is to set up an early warning system in production, to eliminate costly disruptions in the factory,” says J#rg Heptner, the

man in charge of implementing the data platform at the plant.

VW maintains a buffer of parts between each stage in the production process for commercial vehicles. “The buffers give each

production stage some room to breathe. They are not rigidly linked to each other,” explains Heptner. “If a buffer is empty,

production comes to a halt. If it is too full, there is a bottleneck.”

In a pilot project for production of the T6.1 van, standardized evaluation of data makes vacancies in the buffer sections

transparent, a good indicator of potential disruptions in production. “Identifying the buffers with the longest vacancies enables

vulnerabilities to be detected and systematically eliminated,” said Hartmut Lüdtke, head of strategic production concepts and

innovation at the plant.

The pilot project was implemented in collaboration with production strategy and IT experts at VW’s corporate headquarters in

Wolfsburg. The team is currently working on creating scalable software that can be transferred to other plants with minimal

effort. This is due to take place at several sites this year.

At Porsche’s assembly plants in Leipzig and �uffenhausen, Germany, AI is being used to inspect labels in different languages

quickly and accurately. Just like everyday passenger vehicles, Porsche sports cars contain various labels providing information,

warnings or instructions. However, because Porsche sports cars are exported all over the world, many of these stickers contain

country-specific information and are written in the customer’s language. An AI app uses machine vision to inspect the labels in real

time and provide feedback on whether each label is appropriate for that vehicle. This saves several minutes per vehicle.

Engineers train the AI software to evaluate optical data and detect errors. Since the trial phase has been successful, the label

inspection software will be made available via the cloud to other VW plants.

Helping Hand

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own

production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud

up to partners from engineering and technology suppliers.

Photo courtesy Volkswagen

VW’s cloud is not restricted to the company’s own production sites. In 2020, the carmaker opened the cloud up to partners from

engineering and technology suppliers that can provide their own software. For example, one of these corporations developed an

algorithm that uses AI to optimize the use of driverless transportation systems. Another corporation developed an app to simulate

and test different maintenance intervals for machines. As the number of partners grows, so does the range of apps to which every

site has access.

In the long term, Volkswagen is aiming to create an open marketplace for industrial applications. “On that kind of platform,

everyone involved would be able to swap, acquire and use each other’s applications. It would be a place open to all companies—

including suppliers, technology partners and even other car manufacturers,” says 
ihar Patel, executive vice president for new

business development at VW.

As a first step, 11 companies—ABB, ASCon Systems, BearingPoint, Celonis, Dürr, Grob-Werke, MHP, 
avVis, Synaos, Teradata and

WAGO—have joined VW’s industrial cloud.

“With the industrial cloud, we are creating a platform allowing partners to contribute their solutions. This will help the Volkswagen

Group achieve global efficiencies at its plants. At the same time, we are creating a pathway for partners to scale their applications

and optimize their own operations. This way, everyone will benefit,” says Patel.

ASSEMBLY ONLINE

For more information on Volkswagen’s manufacturing operations, visit www.assemblymag.com to read these articles:

Volkswagen to Invest I7 Billion in 
orth America

Volkswagen Rethinks What It Means to Be Green

Inside Volkswagen>s Battery Testing Labs
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ADVERTISEMENT

M

otion Index Drives, Inc. line of precision link conveyors are built

to be the heart of a linear manufacturing machine requiring

high accuracy, speed, and quality. The precision link conveyor is a

conveyor designed to have an automation process done on it, from

start to finish. The conveyor indexes a precise stroke (from a few

millimeters to a meter).

MID Precision link conveyors were designed to be used in high

volume manufacturing environments to provide millions of cycles

without any maintenance or issues. The only maintenance on the

conveyor is to ad�ust the tension of the chain annually and if the

conveyor is used in a dirty environment, clean the conveyor as

required.

Typical applications of the conveyor are in the manufacturing or

consumer goods, assembly machines of intricate products (i.e.

dental floss, razor blades), printing applications (pad printings,

marking), medical devices and components, and the automobile

industry in powertrain and component manufacturing.

One problem with traditional precision indexing conveyors is the

inability to guarantee the same accuracy on the radiuses as is

achieved on the overall length on each side. When an absolute

accuracy is required, these areas are sometimes not utilized to

perform a process.

With our newly developed LATC series of precision indexing

conveyors, we can achieve and guarantee a 91- 0.0) mm accuracy

across the entire system. The new LATC high precision indexing

conveyor incorporates the design features of the L�A precision

indexing line of conveyors. 	imilar to the L�A, the LATC is

manufactured with an inner structure manufactured from aluminum

extrusion. The aluminum extrusions allow for extremely long lengths

that are straight and rigid while also being extremely friendly to

mount accessories and customized options. Mounted to the central

framework is the link track. The MID conveyor makes the track out of

steel, where it is machined, hardened, and ground. The links in the

conveyor are made of a very high-grade aluminum. Aluminum links

have many benefits including having a third a third the mass of

steel, thus a third the internal inertia of steel links.

The most noticeable difference is the LATC has a rectangular

configuration that provides useable precision stations on all four

sides of the conveyor. This offers the customer more stations to

work with where highly accurate processes must be performed.

Another design feature of the LATC precision indexing conveyor is its

large open space in the center. With this feature customers can

mount robots, feeder systems or other auxiliary apparatuses

internally. These systems can be manufactured in variable lengths

and widths, optimizing space and tailoring it to the customer6s very

specific needs.

The LATC can also be equipped with two gear motors to increase

speed of index or increase capabilities to move higher loads.

Ben Talan, President

(877) 978-1830

info:mid.us.com

www.motionindexdrives.com
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Bosch Rexroth Smart
MechatroniX Solutions

echatronic systems play a valuable and versatile role in today’s

modern manufacturing landscape. As a leader in applying Industry

4.0 technologies to mechatronics challenges, Bosch Rexroth has a new

generation of “plug & produce” mechatronics platforms that feature

sophisticated capabilities, yet are easier than ever to specify, order and

deploy.

Building on 30 years of leadership in linear motion technology, Bosch

Rexroth is advancing its vision of mechatronics with the Smart

MechatroniX platform. This groundbreaking portfolio features plug &

produce systems for pressing, joining and handling applications that offer

greater simplicity, speed and flexibility for critical assembly and

manufacturing applications.

The Smart MechatroniX portfolio includes:
Smart Function Kit for Pressing -- Designed to serve a broad range of

common assembly, joining, forming or measuring operations, it offers

simple programming that lets manufacturers focus on their core

competencies by utili%ing its drag & drop modular process.

Smart Function Kit for �an	�ing 1 a single- or multi-axis material

transport and handling platform that features an effortless product

selection, so you can �uickly si%e, order and configure complete, ready-to-

operate Cartesian systems.

Smart F�e� �ffector 1 a new placement unit with advanced kinematics

and six degrees of motion. (Coming soon.)

Smart MechatroniX is just one example of the complete solutions Bosch

Rexroth offers to make your �actory of the �uture a reality today. Our

automation experts are uni�uely skilled at supplying the right technology

solutions from our industry-leading portfolio to match your most

demanding re�uirements. Ready to build your �actory of the �uture.

Bosch Rexroth

800-REXROTH

www.boschrexroth-us.com
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